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risk experts consider the philippines as the tenth most-affected 
country by climate change with certain sectors—particularly the 
agriculture, farming, and fisheries sectors–bearing the most 
productivity and economic impact.  a wave of increasing intensity 
and severity of extreme events that are of meteorological, 
hydrological, and climatological in nature is sweeping the country 
over the last two decades. 

the country’s agriculture, fisheries and forestry (aff) sector is 
most likely to be affected not only because its productivity and 
performance is dependent on the weather, availability of water, and 
the remaining biological resources, but also because a significant 
portion of the country’s population depends on it for food and 
their livelihood. the safety and welfare of the most vulnerable of 
the rural poor population–women, small scale farmers, artisanal 
fisherfolk, indigenous peoples and local communities living at the 
margins of remaining forests and their respective families–are 
also compromised. In the aftermath of disasters brought about by 
extreme weather events, it is the poorer households that feel the 
adverse effects more acutely for longer periods, further trapping 
them in poverty.  

cohesive and complementary efforts of risk reduction and 
management, and climate change adaptation measures such 
as risk transfer are needed to build adaptive capacities and to 
strengthen the resilience of communities, particularly those most 
vulnerable and whose livelihood systems are most affected by 
extreme weather events. one common risk transfer instrument that 
has long been used in the agriculture sector is insurance. 

In recent years, there has been a growing interest to explore the 
viability of index insurance, particularly weather-index based 
insurance (WII) and its application to agriculture. 

suMMary

Previous page: Photo shows a rice field affected by El Niño or prolonged dry spell which occasionally 
affects the Philippines and other countries in the Pacific. (Golda Hilario)
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sItuatIng Insurance WIthIn current clIMate 
change adaptatIon and rIsk reductIon 
strategIes In the phIlIppInes 

Insurance as an instrument for climate change adaptation 
and disaster risk reduction has prominently figured in several 
international discussions, among others:  the un framework 
convention on climate change (unfccc), the kyoto protocol, the 
2007 Bali plan of action and the un hyogo framework of action 
2005-2015. 

nationally, the climate change act of 2009 mandated the climate 
change commission to create an enabling environment for the 
design of relevant and appropriate risk-sharing and risk-transfer 
instruments. In pursuit of this mandate, the 2011-2028 National 
Climate Change Adaptation Plan (nccap) identifies the design and 
implementation of social protection and risk transfer mechanisms 
such as weather index insurance (WII), and the development 
of innovative risk financing mechanisms such as agricultural 
insurance, as among the current priorities that must be carried out 
during the current administration. likewise, republic act 10121 or 
the disaster risk reduction and Management act of 2010 identified 
calamity insurance as a disaster risk management strategy.

Weather Index Insurance 

Weather Index-based Insurance, contrary to traditional multi-
peril indemnification insurance, pays indemnities based not on 
actual losses experienced by policy holders but on realizations of a 
weather index that is highly correlated with actual losses1.

WII has the following potentials: i) the farmer will not need to file 
a claim from the insurer and wait for the insurance adjuster’s 
assessment before a payout is claimed, as it is the trigger that will 
determine the payout;  ii) WII shortens the claims process, reduces 
transaction costs, minimizes adverse selection, and addresses 
the associated reputational or moral risks that have hounded 
traditional multi-peril indemnification. farmers, meanwhile–
particularly smallholder farmers who have limited means to travel 
to town centers to file and follow-up the processing of insurance 
claims–are assured of an immediate payout provided that the 
weather index is breached. In the context of a weather-related 
calamity, a timely payout can provide a respite for smallholder 
farmers and their families. 

1Barnett, B.J and  o. Mahul (2007). Weather Index for agriculture and rural areas 
in lower Income countries. american Journal of agricultural economics, Vol. 
89, Issue 5, pp. 1241-1247, december 2007. accessed from <http://ssrn.com/
abstract=1065807 or http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-8276.2007.01091.x>
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this paper scoped three pilot models of weather index based 
insurance (WII) that are initiated separately by both the private 
sector and by pcIc (as part of Ilo-supported project on innovative 
agricultural financing). the early experiences of different 
stakeholders who have piloted and implemented WII in the country 
have shown that it can be an effective risk transfer instrument that 
can complement other proactive climate change adaptation and 
disaster risk reduction strategies. While WII is doable at the pilot 
level, there are requirements, challenges, and barriers that need 
to be addressed before WII can be sustained in the long run and 
to be implemented on a wide scale as an agricultural risk transfer 
scheme and a climate change adaptation tool.  

this paper also explores possible action points for the key 
stakeholders (mainly government agencies, local government 
units (lgus), private sector and civil society organizations (csos) 
in implementing this risk transfer instrument; and the policy 
environment needed for WII to be an effective tool for disaster risk 
management and climate change adaptation for the aff sector.  

One of the hardest hit by typhoon Ketsana (local name Ondoy) in 2009 is the province of Rizal. (Oxfam archives)
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recoMMendatIons:

a complementary, cohesive effort among government agencies, the 
private insurance sector, the local government units, and rural-
based institutions is key in overcoming challenges. 
proposed action steps follow under each of:

a. to overcome market and operational barriers of WII, 
the following is needed to encourage investment and 
innovation of private sector insurance providers:

 
•  Government to broker discussions with different 

meteorological institutions for the free and ready 
access of the much-needed historical climate maps 
and real-time weather data needed for the design of 
appropriate WII product. 

•	 propose to private micro-insurance providers that they 
can address limitations such as affordability and low 
penetration rate by:

 -offering WII to farmers groups, producers’ 
associations  and/or farmers/ fisherfolk cooperatives 
to reduce  transaction costs rather than approaching 
them  individually. In absence of organized 
producer groups,  private sector can approach local 
rural based  institutions bundling such as utility 
cooperatives. 

 -reducing the cost of WII with other insurance 
products and micro- finance premiums by services, as 
demonstrated by the Ilo-ccap experience. 

b. to provide an enabling environment for the private sector to 
invest in WII, the following is suggested:

•	 call on the Insurance commission (Ic), the dof-
MIpss,  and the pcIc, along with private micro-
insurance  providers to enhance the existing Micro-
insurance  regulatory framework. the national 
strategy on  micro-insurance also needs to be 
enhanced to  include index insurance such as WII and 
area-based yield index insurance (arBY). this  can be 
done by:

 -having the Ic to work closely with pcIc to 
promote  good market conduct among insurance 
providers and  establish fiduciary standards offering 
WII products  and an applicable regulatory framework to 
address  aforementioned challenges. 

 
 -having the Ic consider the enhancement of the 

regulatory framework; with WII as a climate change 
adaptation action and/ or a disaster risk reduction 
strategy, local government units may avail of WII to 
protect its assets and investments. 
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•   urge lawmakers to conduct review on taxation being 
imposed on micro-insurance providers to even out the 
playing field among insurance providers. 

c. to encourage local government units (lgus) to consider 
investing in weather index insurance (WII) as part of their 
local adaptation action and/or disaster risk reduction 
strategy, the following steps may be carried out:

 
•		 developing a joint circular by the ccc, the 

ndrrMc,  the Ic, the dof-MIpss, and the department 
of Interior  and local government (dIlg), in 
consultation with  private micro-insurance providers, 
academe, and civil  society that will guide lgus on: 

 - how investing in insurance such as natural calamity 
insurance and/or WII will be done; and

 - establishing complementary and cohesive protocols 
that both the micro-insurance provider and the 
lgus can adopt. these will be about how the payout 
from calamity insurance should be used to support 
other climate change adaptation efforts and/ or risk 
reduction or mitigation strategies. 

•		 having lgus facilitate insurance awareness and 
financial literacy programs:

 
 - as part of their risk awareness portfolio by partnering 

with the department of finance-MIpss and micro-
finance institutions in their localities; and

 - as part of training for climate adaptation of farmers. 
this can be done by integrating insurance and financial 
literacy in their extension support via climate field 
schools and livelihood diversification programs to 
smallscale farmers, as successfully shown by the Ilo-
ccap experience. 

d. urge pcIc to streamline its insurance program and prioritize 
the insurance needs of the most marginal in the agriculture 
and fishery sector (landless farmers, agriculture workers, 
rural women, marginal fisherfolk) with a more aggressive 
marketing arm. 

e. encourage government finance institutions to consider 
enrollment in natural catastrophe insurance or weather 
index insurance as a conditionality to cooperatives and 
producers groups, to protect their loan portfolio.

f. urge civil society organizations and development 
organizations to catalyze the efforts of executive bodies 
in their project areas and to consider WII as part of their 
climate change adaptation and risk mitigation efforts. 
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risk experts consider the philippines as the tenth most-affected 
country by climate change1, with certain sectors—particularly 
the agriculture, farming, and fisheries sectors–bearing the most 
productivity and economic impact. 

What We’re up agaInst

the philippines’ place as one of the most affected countries by 
climate change is expected to rise this year, considering the 
extreme numbers of deaths and economic losses incurred in 
2011 due to a combination of meteorological (typhoons, extreme 
rainfall) and associated hydrological events (floods, landslides). 
from January to october of 2011, 554 extreme events were 
recorded across the country2, with the year culminating in the 
enormous devastation left by tropical storm sendong (international 
codename: Washi) in several provinces in southern and central 
philippines in december. sendong left 1,268 fatalities and us$40 
million worth of loss. 

the philippines also has the most recorded number of extreme 
weather events from 1991 to 2010, mirroring the growing wave 
of increasing frequency, intensity and severity of extreme 
meteorological and hydrological events sweeping asia over recent 
years (figure 1). 

IntroductIon

Opposite page: Natives of New Washington in the province of Aklan start rebuilding their lives after typhoon 
Fengshen (local name: Frank) devastated the town in 2008.  (Oxfam Photo archives)
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some of the findings of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) Summary Report on extreme events and disaster 

also reflect what the philippines and many parts of asia are 

experiencing. It states:

• Changing climate leads to changes in the frequency, 

intensity, spatial extent, duration and timing of 

extreme weather and climate events, and can result in 

unprecedented extreme weather and climate events; 

• It is likely that the frequency of heavy precipitation or the 

proportion of total rainfall from heavy rainfalls will increase 

in the 21st century across many areas of the globe. 

It also cites the sectors that will be most affected by extreme 

weather events: 

• Extreme events will have greater impact on sectors with 

closer links to climate such as water, agriculture and food 

security, forestry, health and tourism3. 

Figure 1.  Number of natural catastrophes in Asia, 1980-2010   
Source : Munich Re, 2011. 

the philippines 
also has the most 
recorded number 
of extreme weather 
events from 1991 
to 2010, mirroring 
the growing wave 
of increasing 
frequency, 
intensity and 
severity of extreme 
meteorological and 
hydrological events 
sweeping asia over 
recent years.
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Box 1. the philippine agriculture, fisheries and 

forestry sector at a glance.

philippine population  (2011) 

share in the gross domestic 
production (2011) 

number of persons employed 
in the agriculture, fisheries and 
forestry sector (2011) 

number of persons 
underemployed in the 
agriculture sector (2012)  
 
estimated number of women 
engaged in the agriculture, 
fishery and forestry sector 
(2010)

95.81 million 

11%

12.27 million

 3,144,000

3.12 million 

Sources:  
DA-BAS (2012). Selected Statistics on Agriculture 2012. June 2012.  

Accessed from http://www.bas.gov.ph. 
FAO (2011). 2010-2011. The State of Food and Agriculture: 

Women in Agriculture Closing the Gender Gap. Accessed 
from http://www.fao.org/docrep/013/i2050e/i2050e.pdf. 

NSO (2012). Employed and Underemployed Persons by Major 
Industry Group, Philippines: April 2012.  Accessed from 
<http://www.census.gov.ph/data/sectordata/2012/
lf120202.pdf>

groups that are Most affected 
and hoW they cope

the country’s agriculture, fisheries and forestry 

(aff) sector is most likely to be affected not 

only because its productivity and performance is 

dependent on the weather, availability of water, 

and the remaining biological resources, but also 

because a significant portion of the country’s 

population depends on it for food and their 

livelihood (box 1). the safety and welfare of the 

most vulnerable of the rural poor population–

women, small scale farmers, artisanal fisherfolk, 

indigenous peoples and local communities living 

at the margins of remaining forests and their 

respective families–are also compromised. 

recent studies also note that the medium-term 

effects of shock (such as those induced by 

climate-related disasters) to the poor vary by 

initial wealth; the poorer households feel the 

adverse effects more acutely for longer periods, 

further trapping them in poverty4,5. 

the most common risk coping strategies done by 

the rural poor in the philippines include borrowing 

money either from relatives or friends, informal 

lending institutions or persons, or banks. the 

amount of money that can be borrowed from 

friends or relatives can be small and may not be 

available. lending from informal sources puts 

high financial pressure and households resort 

to liquidating their assets to repay for the loan, 

further prolonging recovery and increasing their 

vulnerability6.  

some use up their own savings—if they have any. 

the study notes that poor households often do 

not have savings. 

What Is needed: Weather-Index 
Based Insurance as a rIsk 
transfer Measure

cohesive and complementary efforts of risk 

reduction and management, and climate change 

adaptation measures such as risk transfer (box 

2), are needed to build adaptive capacities and 

to strengthen the resilience of communities, 

particularly those most vulnerable and whose 

livelihood systems are most affected by extreme 

weather events. one common risk transfer 

instrument that has long been used in the 

agriculture sector is insurance. 
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In recent years, there has been a growing interest 

to explore the viability of index insurance, 

particularly weather-index based insurance (WII) 

and its application to agriculture. 

this paper focuses on:

a) Weather Index-based Insurance (WII) and 

its potential as a risk transfer instrument 

for the aff sector;

b) the role of different stakeholders 

(mainly government agencies, local 

government units (lgus), private sector 

and civil society organizations (csos) 

in implementing this risk transfer 

instrument; and

c) the policy environment needed for WII 

to be an effective tool for disaster 

risk management and climate change 

adaptation for the aff sector.  

Box 2. risk transfer definition 

republic act 10121 or the disaster risk reduction and 
Management act defines “risk transfer” as “the process of 
formally or informally shifting the financial consequences of 
particular risks from one party to another whereby a household, 
community, enterprise or state authority will obtain resources 
from the other party after a disaster occurs, in exchange for 
ongoing or compensatory social or financial benefits provided to 
that other party”.

risk transfer is also widely used in insurance jargon to refer 
to shifting the burden of financial loss or responsibility of risk 
financing to another party, through insurance, reinsurance, 
legislation or other forms. risk financing, on this context, refers 
to managing risks and their consequences through the use of 
market-based financial products such as insurance, catastrophe 
bonds, reinsurance and other options. 

Sources: 
Republic Act 20121. Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Act 

of 2010, Article 3 (kk). Accessed from <http://www.ndrrmc.
gov.ph/attachments/045_RA%2010121.pdf> ;

Mahul, Oliver and CJ Stutley (2010). Government Support to 
Agricultural Insurance: Challenges and Options for Developing 
Countries. 2010. The International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development/ The World Bank, Washington DC, USA. 
Accessed from http://www.worldbank.org 
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Insurance as a clIMate change adaptatIon tool 

Insurance as an instrument for climate change adaptation has 

prominently figured in international climate change negotiations. the 

un framework convention on climate change (unfccc) commits parties 

to “give full consideration to what actions are necessary…including 

sItuatIng Insurance 
WIthIn clIMate change 
adaptatIon and rIsk 
reductIon strategIes 
of the phIlIppInes  

Rural women remain one of the most vulnerable sectors during calamities. (Oxfam archives)
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actions related to funding, insurance…to meet 

the specific needs and concerns of developing 

country parties arising from the effects of climate 

change7”. 

likewise, references to risk sharing and transfer 

mechanisms, such as the establishment of 

insurance, are reiterated in articles 3.14 of the 

Kyoto Protocol and in the 2007 Bali Plan of Action8 

. the 2007 Bali plan of action included several 

proposals submitted by parties and observers. 

these proposals covered different insurance 

types and how insurance would be supported9. 

the clIMate change act of 2009 

the climate change act of 2009 (or republic 

act 9729) was passed into law in 2008, creating 

the climate change commission (ccc) as the 

lead policy-making body tasked to coordinate, 

monitor and evaluate government’s programs 

and action plans on climate change. under 

paragraph (g) of ra 9729, the ccc is mandated to 

create an enabling environment for the design of 

relevant and appropriate risk-sharing and risk-

transfer instruments. In pursuit of this mandate, 

two relevant documents were crafted by the 

commission: (1) the National Framework Strategy 

on Climate Change, and (2) The National Climate 

Change Action Plan. 

In 2011, philippine president simeon Benigno 

aquino III signed the 2011-2028 National Climate 

Change Adaptation Plan (nccap) identifying 

seven key interrelated strategic priority areas 

for climate change adaptation and mitigation: 

1) food security; 2) water sufficiency; 3) human 

security; 4) environment and ecological security; 

5) sustainable energy; 6) climate smart industries 

and services; and 7) capacity development.  

under the nccap, design and implementation of 

social protection and risk transfer mechanisms 

such as WII, and the development of innovative 

risk financing mechanisms such as agricultural 

insurance, are among the current priorities 

that must be carried out during the current 

administration. 

the agriculture, fisheries and farming (aff) sector is one of the most 
affected sectors by disasters that hit the country every year.  calamities 

do not only endanger their lives but their livelihoods as well.

(Oxfam photo archives)
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un hyogo fraMeWork 
for actIon 2005 – 2015

Insurance is a key strategy of the disaster risk 

reduction and Management. While disaster risk 

reduction and mitigation covers a broader array of 

risks outside of climate and hydrological-related 

events, disaster risk reduction is an important 

component to help communities counter the 

added risk posed by climate change. 

the UN Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015, 

outlined a comprehensive approach to reduce 

disaster risks. It identified priorities for action 

for un member states to implement, among which 

are: 

1)  ensure that disaster risk reduction is a 

national and a local priority with a strong 

institutional basis for implementation; 

2)  Identify, assess and monitor disaster risks 

and enhance early warning systems; 

3)  use knowledge, innovation and education 

to build a culture of safety and resilience 

at all levels; 

4)  reduce underlying risk factors; and 

5)  strengthen disaster preparedness for 

effective response at all levels.  

among the priority actions mentioned, the Hyogo 

Framework highlights the use of financial risk 

sharing mechanisms such WII and other index 

insurance, catastrophe bonds, micro-insurance, 

and disaster insurance. While insurance may not 

directly reduce exposure of small producers or 

communities to risks and hazards, it can help 

farmers become aware about the extent of the 

risks they are facing. It can also direct them 

and rural communities to initiate risk reduction 

efforts. In the aftermath of a calamity, insurance 

can provide “breather” and a sense of security to 

ease the burden from losses. 

The recent devastation of Tropical Storm Washi (local name: Sendong) damaged at least P300 million-worth of properties 
and goods in Northern Mindanao alone. Eighty five percent of these damages were agricultural crops. (Oxfam archives)  
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the dIsaster rIsk reductIon and 
ManageMent act of 2010 

In 2010, the philippines enacted a landmark 

legislation that aims to integrate the principles 

and approaches of disaster risk management 

such as those outlined in the hyogo framework 

into national and local sustainable development 

and poverty reduction policies, plans and 

budgets. republic act 10121 or the disaster 

risk reduction and Management act of 2010 

aims to institutionalize a national disaster risk 

reduction and Management plan that is holistic, 

comprehensive, integrated, proactive and 

participatory that lessens impacts of disasters 

including climate change. the drrMa also aims to 

mainstream disaster risk reduction and climate 

change in planning and governance in key sectors 

including environment, agriculture, water, energy, 

health, education, poverty reduction, land-use 

and urban planning, and public infrastructure 

and housing. the drrMa likewise identified 

calamity insurance as a disaster risk management 

strategy10.  

sources of dIsaster rIsk 
fInancIng In the phIlIppInes 

the philippines’ current disaster management 

strategy has two main financial sources: 1) the 

calamity funds or the disaster risk reduction 

and Management funds (drrMf); and 2) external 

assistance, mainly in the form of public-sector 

loans. for the agriculture sector in particular, 

another source of funds is the public agricultural 

insurance administered by the philippine crop 

Insurance corporation (pcIc). 

a. disaster risk reduction and Management 
fund (drrMf) 

the calamity fund or the disaster risk 

reduction and Management (drrM) fund 

is the most common fiscal instrument 

used by the national government and local 

government units.  under presidential 

decree no. 477, two percent of the annual 

budget appropriations should be reserved 

for the national calamity fund (ncf), to 

be tapped by the national government to 

augment local government units’ coffers 

for relief, rehabilitation, repair and 

reconstruction of damaged permanent 

structures. 

the use of calamity funds has its own 

inherent limitations. denisa dumitru 

(1999) in her paper, the philippines’ 

disaster risk financing strategy, 

identified three major limitations of 

the ncf: 1) that the annual allocation 

for reconstruction under the ncf is 

inadequate even without an extreme 

event; 2) an inherent unpreparedness to 

deal with highly devastating catastrophe 

events; and 3) the ncf can be triggered 

only by a declaration of a national state of 

calamity, and this implies uncertainty on 

the part of the affected lgu as to whether 

they will be eligible to the fund should 

another catastrophe strikes11.   

pd no. 477 was superseded in 2010 with 

the passage of republic act 10121 or the 

disaster risk Management act of 2010 

(drMMa). 
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the drrMa stipulates that 30 percent 

of the lgu’s drMM fund (ldrrMf) should 

be set aside for quick response. as 

experienced during tropical storm Washi 

and other damaging typhoons, the 

30 percent is not sufficient to cover 

the rehabilitation and reconstruction 

of damaged infrastructure and lost 

livelihoods. the affected lgus were ill-

prepared, as local disaster risk reduction 

and management plans were either not 

in place or non-functional, and funds 

needed for response, relief, and recovery 

were quickly depleted. Moreover, the 

amount of the drrMf is only proportional 

to the income of the lgu, hence, poorer 

and more vulnerable lgus have less to 

work with. 

despite its limitations, the drrMf does 

provide risk-financing opportunities 

that lgus can explore to reduce 

potential losses from disasters.  the 

drrMa mandates that lgus utilize no 
less than five percent of their internal 

revenue allotments (Ira) to fund not 

only relief and rehabilitation efforts 

but to support proactive disaster risk 

reduction strategies such as prevention 

and mitigation down-the-line to the 

community (barangay) levels (box 3).  

Box 3. use of drrMf for disaster 
risk reduction strategies.

section 21, ra 10121 :

“not less than five percent (5%) of the estimated 
revenue from regular sources shall be set aside as 
the ldrrMf to support disaster risk management 
activities such as, but not limited to, pre-disaster 
preparedness programs including training, 
purchasing life-saving rescue equipment, supplies 
and medicines, for post-disaster activities, and for 
the payment of premiums on calamity insurance ” 
(emphasis added).

the department of Interior and local 

government has also passed a circular 

on utilization of ldrrMf, citing that 

70 percent of aforementioned five 

percent can be set aside by the lgu 

for “anticipatory measures” such as, 

but not limited to: capacity building on 

mainstreaming disaster risk reduction/

climate change adaptation (drr/cca) 

in development planning, investment 

programming/ financing, project 

evaluation, and development12. 
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facility of the World Bank barely two 

weeks after tropical storm Washi ravaged 

a number of cities and municipalities in 

the Visayas and Mindanao14.  

as a conditionality to the dpl, the 

philippine government must: 

1. enact the disaster risk reduction and 

Management act of 2010 which was 

signed into law on May 27, 2010; 

2. adopt the strategic national action 

plan (snap) for drr.  

the president must declare a national 

state of calamity first for the cat ddo 

to be triggered and withdrawn. the 

philippines’ department of finance serves 

as the World Banks’ main conduit with the 

office of civil defense-national disaster 

risk reduction and Management council 

(ndrrMc) as the main implementing 

agency15.   

b. loans  

the cat ddo (box 4) is a us$500 million 

contingent credit line availed by the 

philippine government as part of its 

disaster risk Management development 

policy loan (dpl) from the World Banks’ 

International Bank for rural development 

(IBrd), which was approved on september 

13, 2011. the dpl is aimed to enhance the 

capacity of the philippine government to 

manage the impacts of natural disasters 

via support of some aspects of disaster 

risk management efforts: 1) strengthening 

of institutional capacity for disaster risk 

management efforts; 2) mainstreaming 

of disaster risk reduction measures into 

development planning, and; 3) better 

management of the government’s fiscal 

exposure to natural disaster impacts13. 

reports mention that the philippine 

government was able to avail of the 

catastrophe drawdown option (cat ddo) 

Super typhoon Megi (local name: Juan) brought devastation in Northern Luzon provinces in 2010. (Oxfam archives)
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Box 4. What is a cat ddo? 

deferred drawdown option for catastrophic risks (cat ddo) allows a borrower to postpone drawing down a 
development policy loan  

purpose 

drawdown 

repayment terms 

lending rate 

lending rate spread 

front-end fee 

renewal fee 

other features 

amount made available for 
single withdrawal tranche 

to enhance/ develop the capacity of borrower to manage catastrophe risk; 
to provide immediate liquidity to fill the budget gap after a natural disaster; 
to safeguard ongoing development programs.  

up to the full loan amount (in this case us$ 500 million) is available for disbursement 
at any time within three years from loan signing (for the philippine dpl, until 2014). 
drawdown period may be renewed up to a maximum of 4 extensions (total maximum 
period of 15 years). 

Must be determined upon commitment and may be modified upon drawdown within 
prevailing maturity policy limits 

reset semi-annually (april 15 and october 15) , on each interest payment date and 
applies to interest periods beginning on those dates; rate equal to the reference rate 
for the loan currency plus the variable spread; 

can be fixed for the life of the loan or the variable is reset semi-annually 

0.50% of the loan amount is due within 60 days of effectiveness date (september 13, 
2011) ; may be financed out of loans proceeds  (for the philippines’ dpl, front-end fee is 
us$ 2.5 million) 

0.25% of the undisbursed balance 

revolving features: amounts repaid by the borrower are available for drawdown, provided 
that the closing date has not expired. 

us$ 497.5 million 

Sources:   
Abousleiman, Issam and Olivier Mahul. “Catastrophe Drawdown Option” GFDRR. Accessed  August 10, 2011 from http://www.gfdrr.

org/gfdrr/sites/gfdrr.org/files/documents/DRFI_CatDDO_ProductNote_Jan11.pdf . 
Loan Number 8085-PH. Loan Agreement. Disaster Risk Management Policy Loan with a Catastrophe Deferred Drawdown Option 

(CAT DDO) between the Republic of the Philippines and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. September 
23, 2011. Accessed December 22, 2011 from < http://www-wds.worldbank.org/external/default/WDSContentServer/WDSP/
EAP/2011/12/27/0E3CBE5523C73C448525792700735B08/2_0/> Rendered/PDF/PH0CAT0DDO0LAdocx.pdf
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3.   agricultural insurance  

agricultural insurance in the philippines 

is dominated by the philippine crop 

Insurance corporation (pcIc). created in 

1978, the pcIc is a government owned and 

controlled corporation (gocc) attached 

to the department of agriculture that 

operates with a social mandate “to 

provide insurance cover for agricultural 

producers, particularly subsistence 

farmers against crop losses from natural 

calamities, pest and disease infestations 

and to non-crop agricultural asset against 

losses incurred from a specific peril 

covered by the insurance (such as fire, 

lightning, earthquake or theft)16,17. 

pcIc has an initial stock capitalization 

worth p2 billion divided into 15,000 

common shares and an additional common 

stock capitalization of p1 billion drawn 

out from annual appropriations passed by 

congress18. the pcIc currently implements 

six insurance programs: 1) rice and corn 

crop insurance, majority of which is 

offered to farmers via traditional multi-

peril (combination of natural calamities, 

pest and disease losses) cover; 2) high-

value crops commercial crop insurance; 

3) non-crop agricultural asset insurance; 

4) livestock insurance; 5) term insurance 

packages covering agricultural producers 

protection plan, loan repayment 

protection plan, and; (6) accident and 

dismemberment security scheme19.   

pcIc has likewise implemented special 

insurance programs such as: 1) Pagkain 

sigurado pag may seguro sa sakahan 

(pasIpagan), a special arrangement 

in support of the food security and 

poverty alleviation catering to rice and 

corn farmers; 2) aqua-culture/ fisheries 

insurance; 3) tobacco Industry Insurance 

program (tIpp); and 4) gMa hybrid rice 

Insurance program catering to hybrid rice 

seed growers. however, majority of the 

philippine government’s yearly input to 

pcIc’s capitalization is mainly used for 

subsidizing 75 percent of the premium 

cost of its insurance products to rice and 

corn farmers.

the bulk of the insurance packages that 

are provided by pcIc are based on multi-

peril  indemnification–that is, insurance 

claims are calculated based on the 

percentage of damage to the specific 

insured crop after the loss is incurred. 

such an insurance scheme would require 

the need for heavy deployment of field 

personnel across the country who can 

accurately measure the extent of the 

damage, ideally immediately after the 

loss has occurred. this implies that a 

considerable proportion of its budget is 

spent on administrative and overhead, the 

highest among the 28 countries surveyed 

by World Bank in 200820.  the government 

think tank, philippine Institute for 

development studies (pIds), however, 

recognized that after three decades of 

providing multi-peril indemnification, the 

pcIc has “still very little impact to show” 

as it is mired by both operational and 

logistical challenges21. 

In the recent years, there have been 

initiatives by the private sector to invest 

in crop insurance, particularly WII (see 

separate section) to cater to the rural 

poor via a micro-insurance distribution 

system. the pcIc is also pilot-testing 

the use of parametric-based insurance 

systems, specifically weather index-
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based crop insurance for rice and corn in 

agusan del norte (as part of Millennium 

development goal adaptation fund project 

managed by the International labor 

organization), and area-based yield index 

insurance (arBY) in southern leyte (in 

partnership with deutsche gesellschaft 

für Internationale (gIZ) in the philippines – 

Microinsurance program for social security 

(MIpss).

Life goes on for the people of Laguna, one of the hardest hit areas in Southern Luzon by Typhoon Ketsana (local 
name: Ondoy) in 2009.  (Oxfam archives)
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toWards a 
responsIve 
agrIcultural 
Insurance 
systeM: 
can Weather Index-Based Insurance (WII) 
address the Insurance needs 
of the rural poor? 

potentIals of WII as a forM 
of agrIcultural Insurance

there is a growing interest on Weather Index-based Insurance (WII) 

as an innovative risk transfer instrument for agriculture. 

Weather Index-based Insurance, contrary to traditional multi-

peril indemnification insurance, pays indemnities based not on 

actual losses experienced by policy holders but on realizations of 

a weather index that is highly correlated with actual losses22. In 

this way, WII can be considered as a derivative wherein the amount 

of payout that a farmer can receive depends not on the actual 

losses incurred, but on the amount of insurance cover purchased 

once a weather-related trigger has been breached23. What the 

farmer receives as a payout is just a proportion of the value of the 

potential damage. 

Moreover, the farmer will not need to file a claim from the insurer 

and wait for the insurance adjuster’s assessment before a payout 

is claimed, as it is the trigger that will determine the payout. this 

proves to be mutually beneficial to both the insurer and to small 

scale farmers. 

smallholder farmers 
who have limited 
means to travel to 
town centers to 
file and follow-up 
the processing of 
insurance claims–
are assured of an 
immediate payout 
provided that the 
weather index is 
breached.

Previous page: Over the years, climate change has greatly affected the planting and harvesting cycle of rice. This 
forces our farmers to adapt to climate change albeit the lack of resources. (Golda Hilario)
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Table 1: Weather index based insurance initiatives being piloted in the Philippines. 

parametric insurance 

crop-based WII 

property-based WII
(calamity insurance) 

crop-based WII 

natural catastrophe 
insurance (natcat) 

scale of application  

micro 

micro 

micro 

meso 

Implementer 
and partner institutions 

Microensure philippines 
(private sector as provider) 
MfIs/ rural banks 

Microensure philippines 
MfIs 

philippine crop Insurance 
corporation (pcIc) as 
insurer; International labor 
organization (Ilo), local 
government units (lgus) of 
ricaro t. romaldez (rtr) and 
Buenavista, agusan del norte; 

clIMBs general life Insurance 
coop (cooperatives, cBas as 
partners) in partnership with 
gIZ, Munich re and dhI 

Weather indices used / weather risk 
covered 

drought 
wet and dry day cover 
typhoon (windspeed)

flood (excess rainfall), 
typhoon

amount of rainfall (low, excess) 

typhoon/ windspeed 
flooding as a result of excessive rainfall 

for the former, WII shortens the claims process, 

reduces transaction costs, minimizes adverse 

selection, and addresses the associated 

reputational or moral risks that have hounded 

traditional multi-peril indemnification. farmers, 

meanwhile–particularly smallholder farmers who 

have limited means to travel to town centers to 

file and follow-up the processing of insurance 

claims–are assured of an immediate payout 

provided that the weather index is breached. 

In the context of a weather-related calamity, 

a timely payout can provide a respite for 

smallholder farmers and their families. 

Weather Index-Based 
Insurance In the phIlIppInes 

there are at least three WII schemes currently 

being piloted in the country both by the 

private sector and by pcIc (table 1). two can 

be considered crop-specific based insurance 

that are implemented separately by Microensure 

philippines, and the other, a test run piloted by 

the multilateral project Millennium development 

goal fund-adaptation fund (Mdg-af) administered 

by the International labor organization (Ilo) in 

partnership with pcIc and different government 

agencies and local government units. the third is 

a meso-level insurance that offers protection to 

loan portfolios of cooperatives and is not limited 

to the aff sector.  
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a.  Microensure philippines’ Weather Index-
based Insurance 

the first pilot of crop-based WII in the 

country was initiated by micro-insurance 

provider, Microensure philippines24 in 

2009.  Microensure’s model of crop-

based WII was inspired from opportunity 

International Bank-Microensure llc’s 

earlier experience of implementing a 

World Bank-supported insurance program 

with groundnut farmers in Malawi in 2005. 

Banks in Malawi considered it high-risk 

to extend input loans to small scale 

farmers, given the country’s proneness 

and groundnut’s particular sensitivity to 

drought. 

opportunity International-Microensure 

llc’s model was to implement a WII using 

aggregated agronomic data, specifically 

water requirements of the crop and a 

20 to 40 year historical rainfall data to 

design the insurance product and the 

necessary pricing. real time data on 

rainfall utilizing rain gauges were used 

to monitor the WII product. opportunity 

International Bank and Malawi rural 

finance corporation agreed to provide the 

necessary input lending on the condition 

that farmers purchase the WII25.  such a 

model was replicated to other crops and 

was expanded to cover other weather-

related events (e.g. excess rain, typhoon) 

in tanzania, rwanda, India and the 

philippines26,27. 

Microensure in the philippines partnered 

with dost-pagasa and the department of 

agriculture and has so far developed and 

is continuously developing the following 

set of WII products: 

i. Drought Index Insurance which 

was pilot tested in 2009 and was 

subsequently reviewed and enhanced 

in 2010. With rainfall as parameter, 

insurance payout is triggered when 

the amount of rainfall received is 

lesser than the water requirement 

Satellite image of Typhoon  Frank as monitored by MicroEnsure Philippines
Source: 
Armada, MJ (2011). MicroEnsure’s experience on piloting weather index based insurance schemes in the Philippines. 

Presentation during the 1st RTD on Developing Policy on Risk Financing and Insurance Mechanisms for Climate 
Change Adaptation and Risk Reduction in the Philippines. October 25, 2011. Richmonde Hotel, Ortigas, Philippines. 
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at a particular growth stage of the 

crop. payout is measured for every 

millimeter of water deficit. 

 the insurance product calls for the 

presence of a weather station ideally 

within 20-km radius of the insured 

farm. It works on the assumption that 

the amount of rainfall recorded on a 

daily basis within the weather station 

is the same as the amount of the 

rainfall received on the insured farm.   

 

ii. Wet and Dry Day Insurance is a 

modification of the drought index 

insurance and was simulated in 2011. 

It classifies any day as either wet 

or dry and mainly covers the risks 

faced by farmers during continuous 

dry or wet periods. Wet day occurs if 

the cumulative total rainfall in three 

consecutive days exceeds the optimal 

amount for crop’s growth. for dry day 

cover, payout can be triggered in two 

ways: (a) if for a specified number of 

consecutive days, the amount of daily 

rainfall received is less than 2.50 mm, 

or; (b) if the cumulative amount of 

rainfall for a specified number of days 

received by the crop is deficient. the 

number of days depends on the type 

of crop and the water absorption of 

the soil type of the farming area.   

 the Wet and dry day cover allows 

options for the farmer group to 

purchase the length of the coverage 

and the risk that it wants to cover. 

the farmers may just opt to purchase 

insurance cover only for the particular 

months that they are interested in 

(most likely the most critical stage 

of the crop) than cover the entire 

growing season. this way, the price 

of the insurance premium can be 

reduced. 

 similar to the drought Insurance, 

Wet and dry day Insurance requires a 

weather station that will monitor daily 

amount of rainfall received.   

iii. Typhoon Index Insurance, on the other 

hand, measures the distance and 

intensity of the typhoon that passes 

over the farm. payment is triggered 

based on the distance and intensity 

of a typhoon that passed over the 

area. utilizing global positioning 

system (gps), the farm location of 

the individual farmer or the farmer 

group is taken and stipulated in the 

insurance policy. the insured farm 

must be within two-kilometer radius 

from a known gps location and the 

windspeed of the typhoon.  the 

typhoon track data is downloaded 

from Japan Meteorological agency 

(www.jma.go.jp). the actual payouts 

are based on how close a farm is to 

the center of the typhoon’s path and 

the windspeed at the insured farm. 

In 2009, Microensure’s WII products 

covered around 600 hectares of rice lands 

on panay Island. around 550 farmers 

working on 850 hectares are currently 

being insured. the premium cost of the WII 

products range from five to 15 percent of 

the insured cost (of a hectare of farm) 28.

Microensure philippines’ WII program in 

the country was geared to encourage 

banks to open their lending windows for 

agriculture and was developed to support 

microfinance lending through a micro-
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insurance system. It mainly works as an 

insurance intermediary to microfinance 

institutions (MfIs) and the insurance 

companies doing most of the back-office 

work—insurance needs identification, 

design of the insurance product and 

negotiation with insurance companies 

for possible insurance cover for MfIs. 

Microensure also provides insurance 

training to MfIs and does the data 

handling and claims processing for both 

the MfI and the insurer29,30.

aside from crop-based WII, Microensure 

philippines’ insurance products cover 

traditional lines on a micro-scale such as: 

i. Property Insurance, like micro-

housing, that provides protection 

against multiple perils (e.g. fire, 

lightning, typhoon, flood, earthquake, 

landslide, tsunami and volcanic 

eruption) for homes. 

ii. Calamity Index Insurance, a similar 

product wherein compensation is 

provided to the insured member in the 

event that properties are destroyed 

or damaged due to fire or lightning, 

and in event of calamities or force 

majeure (typhoon, flood, earthquake, 

landslide, volcanic eruption and 

tsunami). recently, Microensure has 

expanded the definition of flood to 

include excessive rain. such definition 

warrants the use of rainfall data as 

parameter to establish indices for 

payout triggers.  

Source: 
Villacorta, LB (2011). Weather Index-Based Insurance (WIBI) Experience. Climate resilient farming communities in Agusan 

del norte through Innovative Risk Transfer Mechanisms (MDG-F 1656 Climate Change Adaptation Project (CCAP)). 
Presentation during the 1st RTD on Developing Policy on Risk Financing and Insurance Mechanisms for Climate 
Change Adaptation and Risk Reduction in the Philippines. October 25, 2011. Richmonde Hotel, Ortigas, Philippines

Flowchart of how ILO-CCAP’s  weather  index insurance works
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iii. Life Insurance, such as personal 

accident cover, to members of the 

family are bundled with property and 

calamity insurance. Microensure 

philippines also provide monetary 

assistance called evacuation 

allowance in the event the insured 

member has to be evacuated from 

their homes31,32.

b.  Ilo’s climate change adaptation project 
(ccap) Integrated financial package–
cum- Weather Index-based Insurance (WII) 
in agusan del norte 

 the weather index-based insurance 

product piloted in the province of agusan 

del norte is not a stand-alone insurance 

product. It is an integrated component 

of a financial risk management initiative 

called climate change adaptation project 

(ccap)33  that was implemented through a 

multi-stakeholder collaboration between 

different agencies and institutions.  

 ccap was started on two key premises: 

1) farmers need a certain level of 

economic condition in order to adapt to 

the challenges posed by climate change; 

and 2) farmers to be able to cope in the 

aftermath of disaster, must be able to 

access both financial and productive 

resources34. 

 Before coming up with financial 

mechanism products, Ilo and its 

partners conducted a comprehensive 

baseline study detailing climate change 

related challenges, vulnerability and 

risks assessments, as well as coping 

strategies and mechanisms employed by 

communities in agusan del norte. Value 

chain analysis and market surveys were 

also conducted. some findings of the 

study echo current realities faced by 

other communities regarding access to 

much-needed financial resources:

i. Market-based financial instruments 

often fail, even when readily 

accessible to the poor, mainly 

because the poor cannot afford these 

services. In agusan del norte, despite 

the presence of financial institutions 

and availability of financial services, 

farmers still identify as a basic need 

the lack of financing to support their 

livelihoods. 

ii. financial mechanisms that facilitate 

risk transfer and risk sharing like 

credit and insurance are essential 

to enhance farmers’ productivity 

and economic conditions. these will 

improve their adaptive capacity and 

lessen their vulnerability to climate 

change impacts.

iii. access to credit information is vital. 

despite the presence of financial 

institutions such as rural banks, 

loans are hardly availed. farmers 

lack acceptable loan collateral and 

remain unaware of what financial 

institution offers the cheapest rate of 

interest. farmers also have low paying 

capacity due to their unstable income 

and cash flow. as an alternative, 

they resort to traders (local informal 

financiers). similarly, there is a 

low rate of availment of insurance. 

farmers cannot afford the cost of 

insurance enrollment, and there is the 

perception that crop insurance is not 

helpful because it does not provide 

timely and adequate indemnification. 

farmers consider crop insurance as 

a cost rather than investment or a 

protection. 
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Table 2. Risks covered and product features of WIBI products

crop 

corn (open pollinated)  
(Buenavista) 

upland rice  

lowland rice 

trigger / indices  

low rainfall

excess rainfall

low rainfall 

continuous dry days 

continuous rainy days 

excess rainfall 

low rainfall 

continuous dry days 

continuous rainy days 

excess rainfall 

crop growth stage 

planting and establishment, 
vegetative stage, flowering 
(inflorescence/ heading, 
anthesis)

Maturity (development of fruit 
and ripening stage)

Vegetative stage 

Vegetative stage, 
reproductive stage

reproductive stage, maturity 

Vegetative stage, maturity 

Vegetative stage

Vegetative, reproductive, 
maturity 

Vegetative, maturity 

premium cost 

6.18% of the insured value (per hectare) 

3.04% of the insured value (per hectare) 

3.04% of the insured value (per hectare) 

Sources:  
Villacorta, LB (2011). Weather Index-Based Insurance (WIBI) Experience. Climate resilient farming communities in Agusan del norte through 

Innovative Risk Transfer Mechanisms (MDG-F 1656 Climate Change Adaptation Project (CCAP)). Presentation during the 1st RTD on 
Developing Policy on Risk Financing and Insurance Mechanisms for Climate Change Adaptation and Risk Reduction in the Philippines. 
October 25, 2011. Richmonde Hotel, Ortigas, Philippines.  

ILO MDG-F 1656 (undated). Establishment of Innovative Insurance Package for Climate Change Adaptation (CCA) Weather Index Based 
Insurance (WIBI).

iv. Most farmers have limited business 

experience. even if they get loans 

from a bank that has the most 

affordable rate, they do not know 

how to maximize these. farmers need 

to diversify their income base given 

the risk adverse nature of farming. 

farmers tend to use loan proceeds 

to support farming, rather than to 

jumpstart or support diversification 

efforts35. 

In 2009, the ccap developed a financing 

scheme to address the concerns on 

credit delivery. three models (lgu loan 

facility, coop model, and the rural bank 

model) were developed based on the 

crop cycle followed by farmers–all with 

simplified documentary requirements; 

non-collateralized, simplified processing; 

production-cycle responsive releasing; 

and bundled with non-financial services 

features. all the three models include 

the following integral elements: farmers 

cannot avail of loans unless they undergo 

an orientation on climate change, 

environmental management, and good 

agriculture practice; attend farmer field 

school (ffs) covering the entire crop cycle 

of rice or corn; and enroll in crop and 

health insurance. 

to deliver the crop insurance, five crop-

based weather index-based insurance 

(which Ilo shortened to WIBI) products 

were pilot-tested in the municipalities of 

rtr and Buenavista in agusan del norte 

to cover two main crops: rice (upland rice 

and lowland rice); and corn, with the pcIc 

as the insurance provider (table2).  
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similar to the Microensure experience, 

developing the WIBI product appropriate 

for the farming community requires 

historical climate data of the community. 

In this case, 30-year historical data 

was used by the Ilo-ccap.  climate 

scenarios and projections, crop yield 

data provided by the da, Mao and the 

farmers, and crop water requirements 

from the da-philrIce were also used 

to design the WIBI products. as the 

Ilo-ccap project operated via a multi-

stakeholder approach, partnerships with 

technical institutions (Maos, pag-asa, 

dost caraga), pcIc, and finance service 

providers (coop, lgu, rural bank) were 

facilitated to organize the monitoring 

of the weather data, underwriting, and 

aggregation of the financial package. 

Insurance (particularly WIBI) literacy was 

also a core component of the project. 

dost-pagasa managed and validated 

the meteorological readings generated 

by the automatic weather stations and 

field rainfall gauges. once dost-pagasa 

certified that an index had been breached, 

pcIc automatically provided the pay-out. 

during the first cycle, 103 from the 154 

farmers enrolled in WIBI in Buenavista 

and rtr received a payout when the low 

rainfall index and the excess rainfall index 

were breached, respectively. this covered 

a total of 167 hectares and the amount of 

payout totaled p1.256 million. Because of 

the fast pay-out, farmers who enrolled in 

WIBI increased to 173 and the hectares 

covered jumped to 252 during the next 

cycle36. 

as a whole, the integrated financial 

package (credit, insurance, non-financial 

services) generated positive results: 

•  Similar to WIBI, there was an increase 

enrollment (participation) among 

farmers during the second cycle; 

• Repayment rate turned out high—100 

percent for the rural banks, 87 percent 

for the coop, 80 to 100 percent for the 

lgu; 

• There was reported increase in net 

income as a result of lower interest 

payments, and increased alternative 

livelihood income and pay-outs 

generated from the insurance;

• Significant savings were also 

generated as capital 

 build-up;

• Most relevant to CCA adaptation, 

farmers were able to make sound 

farming adjustments and initiated risk 

reduction measures37. 

 

c. clIMBs natural catastrophe (natcat) 
Insurance 

clIMBs  started offering natcat insurance 

or clIMBs catastrophe protection policy to 

its partner cooperatives in 2011. natcat 

is a weather index-based parametric 

insurance developed by the reinsurer 

Munich re, clIMBs (as risk-carrier), and 

gIZ (as a provider of technical assistance 

and information link to clIMBs).  natcat is 

a meso-level insurance provider–it does 

not offer individual insurance but protects 

cooperatives’ loan portfolios in the event 

of intense and frequent occurrence of 

extreme weather events. the cooperative 

acts as aggregator of individual loan 

portfolios (e.g. personal loan, livelihood 

loan, input loan) of its members.  

the natcat depends on parameters 

(average windspeed and average 

rainfall) that are already defined for 

every municipality across the country. 

Intensity of the weather parameters are 

monitored on a daily basis by a weather 

satellite data consolidated by Munich 
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Table 3. Trigger Categories of NatCat Insurance

category 

yellow 

orange 

red 

return period 

10 years 

15 years

20 years 

amount of payout 

5% of the loan portfolio

10% of the loan portfolio

20% of the loan portfolio

Source: 
Miclat, R. (2011), Natural Catastrophe Insurance for Cooperatives. 

CLIMBS Life and General Insurance Cooperative. Presentation 
during the 1st RTD on Developing Policy on Risk Financing and 
Insurance Mechanisms for Climate Change Adaptation and Risk 
Reduction in the Philippines. October 25, 2011. Richmonde Hotel, 
Ortigas, Philippines.

re’s partner danish hydrological Institute 

(dhI). If the weather index parameter of 

the municipality where the cooperative 

is operating is breached, payout to the 

cooperative is triggered depending 

on the color-coded category and the 

return-period or reoccurrence (table 3). 

trigger indices differs across different 

municipalities, regions and major island 

groups. 

 as part of its mandate as a micro-

insurance provider, clIMBs provides 

member cooperatives with financial 

literacy on risk management and 

insurance. to ensure transparency, 

Munich re, clIMBs, and the insured 

Map showing triggers of payout during typhoon Ketsana 
Source:  
Miclat, R. (2011). Natural Catastrophe Insurance for Cooperatives. CLIMBS Life and General Insurance Cooperative. 

Presentation during the 1st RTD on Developing Policy on Risk Financing and Insurance Mechanisms for Climate 
Change Adaptation and Risk Reduction in the Philippines. October 25, 2011. Richmonde Hotel, Ortigas, Philippines. 

cooperative are provided with online 

access for real-time rainfall and 

windspeed data by dhI. since the natcat 

Insurance basically covers groups and 

payouts are just a percentage of the loan 

portfolio, protocols over proceeds of 

payout are mutually agreed:

• Insured cooperatives must establish 

their own natcat fund. 

• They may opt to use the amount to 

provide emergency and immediate 

rehabilitation to their individual 

members in the event that losses are 

incurred. 

• Cooperatives may also use the 

amount to offset the loans of 

affected individual members. simple 

transparent mechanisms such as 

certification from village officials or 

photos are enough proof to validate 

claims of individual members. 

• In cases where the actual losses 

are negligible, pool the payout fund 

to increase their micro-insurance 

premium covers or build-up their 

emergency calamity funds39. 
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challenges of WII 
overcoMIng BasIs rIsks 

WII has its own inherent limitations and these can eventually affect 

the ability of insurance providers to sustain WII products. for one, 

WII is prone to basis risks–the difference between the payout 

that is measured by the index and the actual loss incurred by the 

farmer. possible factors that accounts for basis risks include: 

i. geographical disparities between the weather index 
parameter obtained from the weather station with that of 
the farmers’ fields. Basis risk is lesser if the insured farm 

is nearer than the 20-km radius of the weather station.  

likewise, the physical set-up and location of the weather 

station relative to insured farms is also crucial. Ideally, the 

weather station should simulate the general conditions of 

the insured farms. even if the weather station is situated 

within the 20-km radius, a disparity in amount of rainfall 

or windspeed received by insured farms may result if there 

are geographic (mountains, hills) and biophysical (forest) 

structures situated in between the weather station and the 

insured farm. 

Basis risks can 
be managed and 
reduced. In the 
design of the 
insurance contract,
proper selection 
of indices that are 
directly correlated 
to the loss can 
minimize the
risk.

Previous page: According to the Department of Agriculture, fish production in the Philippines is estimated at 6 million 
metric tons a year. However, fisherfolks also have to carry the burden of the effects of climate change. (Oxfam archives)
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ii. localized weather and other peculiar 
conditions. this is expected and common 

among farming communities in the 

philippines, especially since a barangay 

or a locality may have different agro-

ecological zones. an insured farm may 

suffer losses from factors other than 

those covered by the weather index, 

such as pest infestation. conversely, 

the weather station may record an index 

breach but the insured farm may not incur 

losses. 

iii. errors in the forecast. although cheaper, 

the use of weather and satellite data to 

monitor indices might be less accurate 

than actual field assessments. In tracking 

windspeed and typhoon directions for 

example, accuracy is closely attributed 

to the geographic scale and the precision 

of the base map used and the number of 

satellites used. errors occur when the 

insured farm’s location is not accurately 

captured by the satellite data and when 

the direction of the typhoon actually 

deviates from what the satellite data 

image captured. 

Basis risks can be managed and reduced. In 

the design of the insurance contract, proper 

selection of indices that are directly correlated 

to the loss can minimize the risk. at the onset, 

farmers or the cooperatives must also be able to 

understand properly how the WII works and what 

its limitations are. 

avaIlaBIlIty of Weather statIons 
and other technIcal BarrIers 

access to localized historical climate information 

and consolidated historical data on a national 

scale are needed in designing a micro and 

a meso-scale WII product.  one limitation 

encountered by insurance providers is that such 

information is not readily available to the public.

likewise, real time data may not be available if 

weather stations are not set up within the locality 

and if they are not calibrated and hooked up to 

dost pagasa’s system. as it is, weather stations 

operated by dost pagasa across the country 

are sparse. although the cost of an automatic 

weather station has increasingly become 

affordable and that the feed of information 

to dost pagasa has significantly improved, 

maintaining weather stations also entail costs, 

particularly for data interpreters. 

to overcome this challenge, Munich re forged a 

partnership with dhI to combine historical climate 

data and develop models based on physical and 

satellite feeds40. Microensure contracted an 

international actuary to conduct typhoon tracking 

and mapping for the entire country and relied on 

the use of the typhoon tracking system of the 

Japanese Meteorological administration41. such 

measures entail costs, which are more likely 

charged to the premium costs paid by the farmers 

or cooperatives. 

the affordaBIlIty Issue: 
can the rural poor afford WII? 

a.  Market barriers 

affordability is one of the major 

reasons why agriculture insurance has 

perennially suffered from low uptake and 

penetration rate among farmers. oxfam 

and Microensure philippine’s joint survey 

among corn farmers in Isabela, kalinga, 

and cagayan provinces suggested 

that farmers, despite having a positive 

perception of WII, are not willing to pay 
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for an insurance premium. the higher the premium cost, the 

lower the number of farmers who are willing shell out funds. 

While 16.7 percent of the farmers interviewed mentioned 

that they are willing to pay p500 for an insurance premium, 

majority (19.7 percent) estimated that they can only 

disburse p100 or less42.

Willingness to pay is closely associated to affordability and 

a perception problem. the Ilo-ccap study also identified 

that aside from unaffordability of the premiums, farmers 

perceive insurance as an expense43.   

Bundling WII with other insurance products may reduce the 

premium cost but may not significantly lower the cost to 

the rate that farmers are willing to pay. Bundling insurance 

with financing and loan portfolios and underwriting 

insurance to farmers’ groups rather than to individuals, 

such as what the Ilo- ccap experienced and the clIMBs 

model demonstrated, may lower insurance premium cost. 

farmers do not need to produce cash as the premium can 

be deducted from their loan. this lessens the transaction 

cost for the insurer and underwriter and in the process, 

strengthens the role of locally-based finance institutions.

b. operational barriers 

1. Market penetration. penetrating the market to reach 

the critical mass of farmers is a continuing challenge 

among WII insurance providers. to reduce transaction 

costs, micro-insurance providers and the Ilo-ccap have 

tapped farmers groups and rural based institutions 

(cBas, cooperatives, irrigators’ associations) as 

aggregators rather than having to deal with farmers on 

individual basis. While this scheme has its merits, the 

bigger challenge is how to reach out to unorganized 

small scale producers who comprise the majority of the 

farmers in rural farming and fishing communities. 

2. perception problems. though filipinos are used to 

seasonal damaging typhoons, cyclical dry spells and 

have accepted that farm (crop) losses are a fact of 

farming, filipino farmers and the populace in general 

oxfam and 
Microensure 
philippine’s
joint survey 
among corn 
farmers in 
Isabela, kalinga, 
and cagayan 
provinces 
suggested that
farmers, despite 
having a positive 
perception
of WII, are not 
willing to pay for 
an insurance
premium. the 
higher the 
premium cost, 
the lower the 
number of 
farmers who 
are willing
shell out funds.
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perceive insurance as high cost, and approach 

insurance with skepticism. filipinos generally equate 

insurance to pre-need investment products44. old news 

of pre-need companies gone bankrupt still taints the 

reputation of insurers. farmers have also become 

pessimistic of the multi-peril crop indemnification 

schemes that were long-implemented by pcIc. 

complaints such as slow payout delivery, incomplete 

compensation in the event of verified loss, and 

adjusters being prejudiced were common.

3. lack of awareness. this skepticism is further reinforced 

by a lack of awareness about insurance—a lack that can 

be overcome by more focused awareness and marketing 

campaigns.

4. logistical problems. the long distances in between 

provinces, lack of manpower, and language and cultural 

barriers that accompany awareness and marketing 

campaigns are also a challenge.

c.  taxation 

the high rate of taxes imposed on the insurance industry 

has set the stage for an uneven playing field, whereby 

micro-insurance providers are pitted against big private 

insurance providers. as it is, the insurance industry is 

among the most heavily-taxed industries in the country. 

Both big private insurance providers and small micro-

insurance providers are levied with the same tax rates 

ranging cumulatively from 25 to 27 percent (12 percent 

Vat, 12.5 percent vacant-site tax, documentary stamp tax, 

1 to 2 percent local government tax, 1 percent fire tax). 

Micro-insurance providers then pass on such levies to its 

clientele.  hence, 25 to 27 percent of the premium cost of 

WII products paid for by farmers is actually taxes. 

on the other hand, the pcIc, being a publicly-financed 

agricultural insurance provider, enjoys almost a tax-free 

status, notwithstanding the public subsidy on the premium 

borne from annual appropriations. unintentionally, this 

compromises the ability of micro-insurance providers to 

25 to 27 
percent of the 
premium cost 
of WII products 
paid for by 
farmers is 
actually taxes. 
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sustain their business and discourages healthy competition 

within the local insurance market. 

WII products that protect 
rural WoMen and fIsherfolk lIvelIhoods 

currently, there is no WII scheme that has been developed or 

piloted for marginal fisherfolk (including seaweed farmers) in the 

country. While there is a potential to develop weather-based and 

area-based parametric indices for seaweed farming, marginal and 

municipal fisherfolk can only be covered by traditional insurance 

products offered by MfIs, coops  such as non-life/ property 

insurance (owned/ leased/ rented wooden hull bangkas (boats) 

can be covered) and life (accidental, health) coverage.  

there is also a lack of appropriate WII products that will protect 

rural women’s livelihoods.  there has been little study done to 

determine whether payouts have improved gender relations among 

the farming family. 

enaBlIng polIcy and 
regulatory envIronMent for WII  

the dof-Insurance commission (Ic) currently categorizes WII as 

a micro-insurance product. regulatory framework and national 

strategy governing micro-insurance similarly applies to WII 

products. hence, instituting check-and-balance systems for WII 

need not start from scratch. 

But as an agricultural insurance product and as a climate change 

adaptation instrument, there are potential regulatory challenges 

that are particular to WII: 

A unified definition of WII. this will provide clarity and 

guidance to micro-insurance providers on the requirements 

and specifications for an insurance product to be classified as 

WII45;

Regulatory framework governing LGUs. as a climate change 

adaptation action and a risk transfer instrument, some local 

government units may invest portions of their adaptation 

fund and/or drrM fund to WII. under the micro-insurance 

While there 
is a potential 
to develop 
weather-based 
and area-based 
parametric indices 
for seaweed 
farming, marginal 
and municipal 
fisherfolk can 
only be covered 
by traditional 
insurance 
products offered 
by MfIs, coops  
such as non-life/ 
property insurance 
(owned/ leased/ 
rented wooden 
hull bangkas 
(boats) can be 
covered) and 
life (accidental, 
health) coverage.  
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framework, it is unclear whether lgus can be allowed to 

become aggregators of WII (e.g. of meso-scale catastrophe 

insurance) for their constituencies. such ambiguity can be 

clarified with the Insurance commission.  

likewise, certain WII products such as catastrophe 

insurance can be prone to graft and corruption and 

moral hazards. to avoid this, protocols should be clearly 

established regarding spending of payouts from insurance 

protection. Because possibility of payouts is likely, 

some lgus may overinvest in insurance but compromise 

investments in other risk reduction and mitigation 

strategies. In the event of a payout, reinsurers would also 

want to be assured that payouts will go directly to intended 

and affected beneficiaries. 

Moreover, lgus, being government institutions, are subject 

to coa rules. given WII is a defensive expense by nature 

and that there is little guarantee that payout will happen 

within the financial year, there is a need to provide lgus 

with guidance on how to properly account WII insurance 

premium and payout consistent with government’s fiduciary 

standards. 

Clarifying the role of PCIC in WII. the pcIc, for the past 30 

years, has monopolized the agricultural insurance in the 

country. With WII however, private sector micro-insurance 

providers have become more innovative and proactive in 

marketing WII products. 

there is still a big market for agriculture insurance in the 

philippines. It is still too early to tell if pcIc will crowd out 

the agricultural insurance market, given that there is still 

a huge proportion of uninsured farmers and fisherfolk in 

the country. the entry of the private sector into agriculture 

insurance can be viewed as a welcome development and a 

challenge for pcIc to level up, and redesign its insurance 

products in light of its social mandate.

there is a need for the pcIc to review this social mandate 

so that it prioritizes provision of social protection to the 

marginal poor (such as increase health coverage of rural 

the entry of the 
private sector 
into agriculture 
insurance can 
be viewed as 
a welcome 
development 
and a challenge 
for pcIc to 
level up, and 
redesign its 
insurance 
products in light 
of its social 
mandate.
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women, tenants, farm workers, fisherfolk), improve its 

current agricultural insurance schemes by further exploring 

area-based yield index insurance and other parametric-

based insurance to improve the efficiency of its payout, 

and encourage private sector investments in agricultural 

insurance in the process. 

the pcIc is in the position to work closely with the 

Insurance commission in the development of an appropriate 

set of guidelines and standards particular for WII products 

and adopt the guidelines in its operations. 

WIndoWs of opportunItIes 
for governMent support of WII  

provision of government subsidy to reduce the cost of WII 

premiums is a contentious issue between the private sector and 

the government. subsidy can be easily justified, particularly within 

the premise of climate change adaptation. local communities, 

particularly the rural poor, must be afforded with options to 

transfer risks to be able to feed their families and in the process, 

cope with extreme weather.  on the other hand, the private sector 

may argue that insurance is first and foremost, a market-based 

instrument and for WII to sustain in the long run, market distorting-

subsidies must be eliminated. 

public sector investment opportunities in WII can come in different 

forms: 

• Investments in the procurement and installation of the 

needed weather stations in the municipalities and remote-

sensing technologies to systematize data needed for 

the development of appropriate agricultural insurance 

products; 

•  Providing mechanisms to make meteorological data readily 

available and accessible to the public, with emphasis on 

the message that providing climate information is a public 

good and necessary for climate change adaptation of 

communities; 
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• Extension support via climate field school and promotion 

of diversified farming systems and agri-based livelihoods 

as agricultural risk management strategies, both 

complementary to WII as successfully shown by the Ilo-

ccap model. 

the following are windows of opportunities that can support both 

pcIc and the private sector to deepen market penetration of WII:

• The Agri-Agra Reform Credit Act of 2009 (RA 10000) can 

potentially provide additional support for pcIc to improve 

its market penetration through an alternative compliance 

system46. In an eventuality that banks do not comply or 

under-comply with the credit quota to set aside 25 percent 

of their total loanable funds for agriculture and agrarian 

reform credit, 50 percent of the penalty imposed to the 

banks will be automatically allocated to pcIc’s shared 

stocks. 

• The People’s Survival Fund (PSF) is a recent legislation 

passed by the 15th congress that seeks to incentivize 

local early adaptation actions of communities and local 

government units. It envisions a yearly allocation of 

p1billion a year, administered by the department of finance 

and managed by a board comprised by nine members (dof, 

ccc, dBM, neda, dIlg, pcW and three representatives 

from the civil society, academe, and business). the psf 

also serves as a repository of contributed funds from 

bilateral, multilateral and private sources. some of the 

local adaptation actions that the psf will support includes 

building agrometeorological capacities, or access to 

implement WII relevant to the community. 

• Micro-insurance national strategy developed by DOF in 

partnership with MIpss in 2010 can further be expanded 

to accommodate and integrate awareness-raising on 

WII among cooperatives and Mutual Benefit associations 

(MBas). 

• Annual appropriations of the DA and DOST to support 

establishment and maintenance of agrometereological 

stations and facilitation of climate field school trainings to 

farmers groups. 
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• Government Financial Institutions such as Land Bank 

of the philippines and the development Bank of the 

philippines can consider index insurance such as WII or 

arBY as part of their loan conditionality to rural-based 

financial institutions (such as cooperatives) and producers’ 

organizations. 

Typhoon Fengshen (local name Frank) battered parts of Luzon and Visayas in June 2008, the start of the rainy 
season in the Philippines.    (Oxfam archives) 
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conclusIon and 
recoMMendatIons 

the early experiences of different stakeholders who have piloted 

and implemented WII in the country have shown that it can be 

an effective risk transfer instrument that can complement other 

proactive climate change adaptation and disaster risk reduction 

strategies. While WII is doable at the pilot level, there are 

requirements, challenges, and barriers that need to be addressed 

before WII can be sustained in the long run and to be implemented 

on a wide scale  as an agricultural risk transfer scheme and a 

climate change adaptation tool.  

Previous page: Women are major participants in farming activities. According to a study by World Bank, in Southeast 
Asian countries like the Philippines, women provide up to half the total labor input in rice production. (Golda Hilario)
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a complementary, cohesive effort among government agencies, 

the private insurance sector, the local government units, and 

rural-based institutions is key in overcoming challenges. proposed 

action steps follow under each point: 

a. to overcome market and operational barriers of WII, 
the following is needed to encourage investment and 
innovation of private sector insurance providers:

• Government to broker discussions with different 

meteorological institutions for the free and ready 

access of the much-needed historical climate maps 

and real-time weather data needed for the design of 

appropriate WII product. 

• Propose to private micro-insurance providers that they 

can address limitations such as affordability and low 

penetration rate by: 

- offering WII to farmers groups, producers’ 

associations and/or farmers/ fisherfolk 

cooperatives to reduce transaction costs rather 

than approaching them individually. In absence 

of organized producer groups, private sector can 

approach local/ rural based institutions such as 

utility cooperatives. 

- reducing the cost of premiums by bundling WII 

with other insurance products and micro-finance 

services, as demonstrated by the Ilo-ccap 

experience. 

b. to provide an enabling environment for the private sector to 
invest in WII, the following is suggested:

• Call on the Insurance Commission (IC), the DOF-MIPSS, 

and the pcIc, along with private micro-insurance 

providers to enhance the existing Micro-insurance 

regulatory framework. the national strategy on micro-

insurance also needs to be enhanced to include index 

insurance such as WII and arBY. this can be done by:
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- having the Ic to work closely with pcIc to promote 

good market conduct among insurance providers 

and establish fiduciary standards offering WII 

products and an applicable regulatory framework to 

address aforementioned challenges.

- having the Ic consider the enhancement of the 

regulatory framework; with WII as a climate change 

adaptation action and/ or a disaster risk reduction 

strategy, local government units may avail of WII to 

protect its assets and investments. 

• Urge lawmakers to conduct review on taxation being 

imposed on micro-insurance providers to even out the 

playing field among insurance providers. 

c. to encourage local government units (lgus) to consider 
investing in weather index insurance (WII) as part of their 
local adaptation action and/or disaster risk reduction 
strategy, the following steps may be carried out:

• Developing a joint circular by the CCC, the NDRRMC, the 

Ic, the dof-MIpss, and the department of Interior and 

local government (dIlg), in consultation with private 

micro-insurance providers, academe, and civil society 

that will guide lgus on:

-  how investing in insurance such as natural calamity 

insurance and/or WII will be done; and

- establishing complementary and cohesive protocols 

that both the micro-insurance provider and the 

lgus can adopt. these will be about how the payout 

from calamity insurance should be used to support 

other climate change adaptation efforts and/ or risk 

reduction or mitigation strategies. 
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• Having LGUs facilitate insurance awareness and 

financial literacy programs:

- as part of their risk awareness portfolio by 

partnering with the department of finance-MIpss 

and micro-finance institutions in their localities; 

and

- as part of training for climate adaptation of farmers. 

this can be done by integrating insurance and 

financial literacy in their extension support via 

climate field schools and livelihood diversification 

programs to smallscale farmers, as successfully 

shown by the Ilo-ccap experience. 

d. urge pcIc to streamline its insurance program and prioritize 
the insurance needs of the most marginal in the agriculture 
and fishery sector (landless farmers, agriculture workers, 
rural women, marginal fisherfolk) with a more aggressive 
marketing arm. (another example of this streamlining would 
be to strategically develop area-based yield insurance and 
the use of remote sensing technology as an alternative to 
traditional multi-peril indemnification lines.) 

e. encourage government finance institutions (e.g. land Bank 
of the philippines, development Bank of the philippines) 
to consider enrollment in natural catastrophe insurance or 
weather index insurance as a conditionality to cooperatives 
and producers groups, to protect their loan portfolio.

f. urge civil society organizations and development 
organizations to catalyze the efforts of executive bodies 
in their project areas and to consider WII as part of their 
climate change adaptation and risk mitigation efforts. 
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glossary 

adverse selection  situation when potential borrowers 

or insured parties have hidden 

information about their risk exposure 

that is not available to the lender or 

to the insurer, which then becomes 

more likely to erroneously assess the 

risk of the borrower of insured party. 

aggregator  an organization that reaches a 

large number of potential clients 

through its natural mandate or 

business activities such as farmers’ 

organization, financial service 

provider, input supplier or community 

development institution 

Basis risk  the potential mismatch between the 

payouts from index-triggers and the 

actual losses suffered by the policy 

holder

derivative financial instrument whose 

characteristics and value depend 

upon the characteristics and value 

of a commodity, stock, bonds, 

interest rates or market indexes. 

Indemnification  process of paying for the insured 

actual loss that occured. 

Index insurance  Insurance that makes indemnity 

payments based not on an 

assessment of the policyholder’s 

individual loss but rather on 

measures of an index that is 

assumed to proximate the actual 

losses.
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Meso-level  distribution level of insurance 

targeting institutions and to 

which, insurance policy is sold 

to the group. In the case of WII, 

can be cooperatives, processors, 

farmers’ groups, non-government 

organizations 

Microinsurance  activity providing specific insurance, 

insurance-like and other similar 

products and services that meet the 

needs of the low-income sector risk 

risk protection and relief against 

distress, misfortune and other 

contingent events. 

Micro level  distribution level of insurance 

targeting individual clients. 

Moral hazard  problems generated when the 

insured’s behavior can influence 

the extent of damage that qualifies 

for insurance payouts. examples of 

moral hazard are carelessness and 

irresponsibility.

payout  amount paid to the insured party in 

the event of loss or index-breached

premium Monetary sum paid by the insured 

party/ insure to the insurer for the 

prescribed period indicated in the 

insurance policy/ contract. 

reinsurance  Insurance of the insurers

risk carrier company that holds and support the 

insurance policy. 
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risk financing  process of managing risk and its 

consequences  by providing finance 

through products such as insurance 

contracts, catastrophe bonds and 

reinsurance. 

risk transfer  process of shifting the burden of 

financial loss or responsibility for 

risk financing to another party 

through insurance, reinsurance, 

legislation, or other means.

risk sharing  premiums and losses of individual 

members are shared and distributed 

to a group traditional multi-peril 

indemnification Insurance that 

covers wide-array of crop losses 

such as natural catastrophe, 

insects, pest and diseases, flood in 

one insurance contract/ policy. 

trigger indices  established threshold of an objective 

parameter that signals breach and 

eventual payout 

underwriter financial professional that evaluates 

the risks and levels of exposures 

of potential clients through risk 

assessment. 

Weather index insurance  contingent claims contracts for 

which payouts are determined by an 

objective weather parameter (such 

as rainfall, temperature, or soil 

moisture) that is highly correlated 

with farm-level yields or revenue 

outcomes.
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the climate change commission, which is attached to the office of the president, 
is an independent and autonomous agency with the same status as that of a 
national government. It is the sole policy-making body of the government tasked to 
coordinate, monitor and evaluate the programs and action plans of the government 
relating to climate change. It has formulated the national framework strategy on 
climate change (nfscc) and the national climate change action plan (nccap).
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legislated direct access-based climate finance mechanism dedicated to supporting 
the adaptation programs of local governments and communities. icsc promotes 
sustainable energy solutions through policy innovation and its electric jeepneys 
fleet and climate-friendly cities initiative. icsc is currently working on the so-fit 
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